Abstract: This paper considers the eigenvalues and singular values of certain matrix-valued random variables whose expected value is a nonnull-matrix of low rank. Implications for the choice of test matrices for numerical algorithms are discussed and some other applications mentioned.
Introduction
Matrices for testing numerical algorithms are often generated randomly. The speed of convergence of some iterative methods depends on the ratio of some of the largest eigenvalues of the matrices involved, and the condition of linear systems depends on the ratio of the largest to the smallest of the singular values of the coefficient matrix. Typical values of these ratios for randomly generated matrices will depend on the probability distribution from which the elements are selected. It is clearly desirable that these probability distributions be chosen so that the spread of values of these important ratios should be reasonably representative of that occurring in the matrices for which the algorithms are likely to be used. Yet very little attention seems to be given to this selection in the literature and most authors do not specify the distribution they are using. This paper draws attention to some results concerning the eigenvalues and singular values of certain random matrices whose expected value is not zero. Particular attention is given to a random matrix generator used in the deservedly popular software package MATLAB [9] .
The default version of the RAND function of MATLAB generates random matrices with elements independently selected from a uniform distribution on (0,l). When specifically requested, RAND can also generate normally distributed random matrices with zero mean. However since the default version is likely to be the first choice of some users, an important special property of the (positive) matrices produced in this way is emphasized here. This is that, typically, the dominant (Perron) eigenvalue of these matrices is much larger than the magnitudes of the others, especially for large matrices. Many algorithms perform atypically for such matrices. This fact is discussed briefly in [lo] (which does not consider singular values).
Motivated by the importance of such matrices in the numerical solution of ill-posed least squares problems [7] , Hansen [6] estimated numerically the expected value of the 2-norm (maximum singular value) of two types of randomly generated matrix, the first with elements from a normal distribution with zero mean (the Gaussian case) and the second with (nonnegative) elements from a Poisson distribution.
He observed that this norm increased much more rapidly with the dimensions of the matrix in the latter case and remarked that this was because in this case the largest singular value was much larger than the others. The reason for this dominance of the largest singular value was not mentioned in [6] , but essentially it occurs because in this case the expected value of the matrix has rank one and a large nonzero eigenvalue. Random matrices of this type are the subject of our Section 2, while Section 3 considers some random matrices whose expected value has rank greater than one. A fuller investigation of the Gaussian case is given in [3] .
The eigenvalues of large symmetric random matrices are also important in quantum mechanics and are the subject of a substantial literature [2] . In most of this, elements are considered to be independent random variables from a normal distribution with zero mean [12] , but the case of nonzero mean has also been studied [8] . Other work on eigenvalues of symmetric random matrices has been motivated by applications to graph theory [l] . The role of random matrices in error analysis is also considered in [4] . However there has not been much interaction between those working on different applications.
Examples with rank(E(A)) = 1
Let the singular values of the m x n matrix X be si( X) >, . . . 2 s,(X) and if m = n, let the eigenvalues Xi(X) of X be labelled so that 1 X,(X) 1 2 . * . 2 1 X,(X) (. Let A,, denote an m x n matrix-valued random variable and define A,, := A,, -,?(A,,), where ,!?(A,,) is the expected value of A,,,,,, so that E(A,,) = 0. In the important case in which the elements of A,,, are i.i.d. random variables (independent random variables from the same probability distribution) with mean p and standard deviation u,
where J,, is the m x n matrix whose elements are all ones. Except where explicitly stated, (1) will be assumed throughout this section. Clearly 
Most of the literature on random matrices concerns matrices whose expected value is zero. This paper shows how results for such matrices may be used to obtain results for more general random matrices, and in doing so it draws attention to special properties of those whose expected value is nonzero. If the E( si( A,,)) can be estimated for a given distribution, much information about E(si(A,,)) (and eigenvalues if m = n) for arbitrary p can be gained from (2), (3) and the well-known results
i=l and the Weyl inequalities [13] ( 6) with equality in (6) when i = n. Expanding the right-hand side of (4) shows that its expected value is mn ( p2 + u 2). Hence
dx for all a <b and real-valued functions f E L2 [ a,b] , it also follows that
As 11 A,, 11; is the sum of mn nonnegative i.i.d. random variables, its standard deviation tends to be low compared with its mean, so that E( IlAm, 11 F) is very close to (mn(p' + u2))l12. For individual matrices, JIA,, II F is often larger than this upper bound for its expected value. In particular this is true for the uniform distribution (see Table 1 ). By standard perturbation theory [14, ~~87-881 , the mild hypothesis 2%(&J < I Pn I
implies that (10) and 1 X,(A,,) 1 is also very close to s,(A,,) . Note that, by (2) and (7), E(s:(A,,)) > n2p2 + E(s:(A,,)) a n'p'.
Also, when A,,,, is Hermitian, ]hi(A,,)
and, by the minimax theorem [14] , the eigenvalues of A,, and A,, interlace, with (A,,)-A,(A,,) )~.O, i=l,..., n.
In contrast with A,, for p # 0, the median of the nonzero singular values of A,, is often of the same order of magnitude as the largest [12] . In this case, for large m and n, s,(A,,)
will be much smaller than (1 A,, 11 F. Since usually min( m, n) of the si( A,,) are strictly positive and EC II Ap2n.n II F) = EC II Apn,pn II F) 05)
for p = 1, 2, 3, . . . , we may expect that
J+,(A,,,,J) G +i(+",J) ~PE(%(A,n,,J). 06)
Although (16), unlike all other numbered inequalities in this paper, is purely heuristic, the above argument gives a particularly simple explanation of the observed behaviour of singular values of nonsquare matrices. In practice, since s,( Apzn,n ) is generally much larger than the smallest singular values of Apn,pn, the upper bound in (16) becomes less sharp as p increases. A stronger asymptotic result for large n has been proved by Geman [3, 5] . For a class of distributions which inyudes the normal distribution studied in [6], e; result implies that E(s, ( A,,,) ) -( d2 + )o as m,n + oc. The bounds a(max(m,n)) < E(s,( A,*,)) G 2a(max( m,n))'12 deduced from numerical results (but not formally proved) in [6] are clearly compatible with this. Table 1 shows estimates of the expected value and standard deviation of the maximum and minimum singular values, si (B,,) and Table 1 shows only the case m > n. Our results indicate that E( 11 B,, 11 F) is very close to the upper bound of (8) which in this case has the value As the moments of this uniform distribution are bounded and its variance is A-, Geman's theorem [5] shows that, for all p, n-'/2s,( B,z,,, ) -+ (1 +p)/m almost surely as n + 00. Table 1 suggests that n-'/2E(~1( BP+)) increases monotonically to this limit and E(s,( B2p2n,2n))/ E( si( BPz_)) decreases monotomcally.
The matrices generated by the default version of the RAND command of MATLAB are of the form B,, + +J,,, their elements being i.i.d. random variables from a uniform distribution on (0,l). The previous discussion shows that the maximum singular value of these matrices will generally be close to 4( mn)"2, the others being much smaller, and that if m = n the (necessarily real) dominant eigenvalue will be close to in and the others much smaller. Our numerical results suggest a number of other properties.
For many of the matrices B,, used in compiling Table 1 , and for some others, we computed the singular values of B,,,,, + $J,,,,, and, when m = n, the eigenvalues of B,, and B,, + $J,,,. Our results suggest that the ratio E ( ) A,( B,,) J)/E( sl( B,,) ) falls steadily as n increases (and is just over 0.5 for n = 80) but that E (h,( B,, + ~J,,) )/E(s,( B,, + +J,,)) + 1 as n --, cc (increasing from just over 0.9 for n = 2 to over 0.99 for n = 40). Our results also suggest that in this case E 
Examples with rank(E(A)) > 1
It would have been of interest to test the algorithms of [lo] on some matrices with several relatively large eigenvalues. Changes in a few diagonal elements of the random matrices discussed in Section 2 produce matrices with this property. Here we determine Xi ( E(A,,) ) for such matrices. Then E (X,(A,,) ) and E (si(A,,) ) may be estimated by methods similar to those used in Section 2.
Let { ai} be a sequence of nonzero real numbers and let M,(r) := Jn,, + diag( (~i,. . . , a,, 0,. . . , 0) (r -z n). Clearly M,,(r) is similar to (and hence has the same eigenvalues as) the matrix obtained by adding the numbers (~i,. . . , a, to any distinct diagonal elements of J,,. For every positive integer j and finite set S of at least i numbers, let C,,,(S) denote the sum of all products of j elements (chosen without replacement) from S, and let C,,,(S) := 1. whose sol~~~ns are n cy (') a,, indicates that, as n + 00, r solutions will approach (~i,. . . , a,, the other being close io i'.'k 'also follows from the minimax theorem that r of the eigenvalues of M,,(r) are bounded below by (~i,. . . , a, respectively, and that, if the (Y~ are all positive, one eigenvalue is bounded below by n. In the case r = 1, (17) becomes h2-(,+fX1)x+(~-l)cri=o and, for a given n, the minimum distance between the nonzero eigenvalues occurs when (Y, = n -2, which gives eigenvalues n -1 + (n -1)*12.
